
FREE BUSINESS PRESENTATION SOFTWARE

Dynamic presentation software that will keep your audience awake and engaged . Who needs Read more: Sage
Business Cloud Accounting.

Slidedog Sometimes, when giving a presentation, you need to show more than your PowerPointâ€”you also
might need to display other files, like a video or a document. Shareability: Up to 10 people can work on a
Prezi at once. But, as more and more people joined the open source initiative, both open source software
features and support gradually improved. Design library: Haiku Deck offers thousands of templates and over
40 million free Creative Commons images. Features: CustomShow is designed for creating slides that are
easily customizable by adding extra mediaâ€”videos, brand assets, animations, and more. But accessibility is
just one factor you need in presentation software. Cost: Find software that fits your budget so you can
consistently create presentations. PowerPoint deserves credit for being straightforward and easy to use. You
can start from a template and have something more engaging than a PowerPoint slide in a few minutes.
Simplicity: CustomShow is meant to create elaborate, branded presentations, so it has more features to learn
than most basic presentation software. You can insert images, videos, and sounds. Create characters and make
them move in minutes to engage audiences. Cost: SlideDog is free to download. Vyond puts the power of
video into the hands of everyone, everywhere. Compatibility: Zoho Show works on all desktops and Android
devices. Design library: Zoho Show offers 17 prebuilt themes, as well as a wide gallery of animation and slide
transition effects. Documents created with the full version sometimes include elements which aren't supported
by the online version, and while you'll have no problem creating some very flashy presentations with the
numerous and templates, the simplistic tools mean they won't match the complexity of those created by its
desktop counterpart. All you basically need to do is create a playlist of the files you want to present and
SlideDog will take care of the rest. What usually happens when you buy a brand-new Windows computer is
you often only get a trial version of Microsoft Office. All in all, Prezi is worth using for its features. SlideDog
is a bit limited by being only PC-friendly. Vyond allows people of all skill levels in all industries and job roles
to create dynamic and powerful media. The platform is simple enough to use, even for those without design
experience. The free suite consists of three programs â€” Writer Word alternative , Presentation PowerPoint
alternative , and Spreadsheets Excel alternative. The finesse you'd expect from Apple in an online presentation
app Plenty of export formats Simple, web-based interface Less powerful than desktop app Apple's flagship
presentation software is, in our opinion, the best part of the suite formerly known as iWork, and it's free to
anyone who owns a post Mac. Just like its popular counterpart Microsoft Office , Apache OpenOffice also
includes a presentation software called Impress. The software is also useful in sales through tracking the ROI
of your presentation and integrating with Salesforce. It is formatted similarly and lets you upload and edit
PowerPoint files on the platform. Choose backgrounds, sounds, video and images to make your presentation
come to life. Simply click on the template you want to use and then edit your presentation as you see fit. SWF
, and a host of other popular file types. To create a powerful, dynamic presentation, you need software with
more capabilities. This allows you to create presentations that complement your brand or message perfectly.
Both remain quite similar to each other, however, LibreOffice is more frequently updated than Apache
OpenOffice. Compatibility: Keynote works on Macs, iPads, and iPhones. It works seamlessly with
PowerPoint files, but if you want to play it safe you can always bring a portable copy of the software wherever
you go, so you never have to worry about compatibility issues! Almost anyone, regardless of skill level, can
quickly learn how to use the software and pull together a presentation. Here are the main factors to consider
when looking for great presentation software: Design library: It should offer a large number of templates,
images, and other media to create your presentation. The awesome thing is WPS Presentation offer better
compatibility to PowerPoint than the two open-source software I discussed in the previous section. Google
Slides Everyone on the planet knows what Google is. Just like PowerPoint, you can also insert multimedia
into your presentations. If you want to edit a PowerPoint file in Focusky, you can do so by importing it over to
the software. However, you can also save your file as. Features: Zoho Show allows you to present content
through slides, just like PowerPoint.


